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Abstract- The idea of the city is dynamic and steadily 

evolving. The present utilization-driven society delivers a 

colossal volume of waste consistently. The over-consuming 

society per capita squanders age is generally higher in high-

consuming urban communities in contrast with low-

consuming urban areas. Changing as of now over-

consuming urban communities into zero-waste urban 

communities is tested. The idea of the zero-waste urban 

communities incorporates a 100 percent reusing of city 

strong waste and a 100 percent recuperation of all assets 

from squandered materials. The expanding issue of strong 

waste in Indian urban communities has become one of the 

most immovable ecological monetary and social issues 

today. Expansion in the volume of waste created by 

metropolitan occupants, change in the nature of waste 

creation and the removal strategy for squandering gathered 

are the main pressing issue. The present paper is a 

methodology that examines the issue of strong waste and 

fosters zero squander. It endeavors to uncover the issues 

worried about strong waste in Jammu. It centers on the 

issues recognized in various writing for strong waste. The 

paper has been separated into three segments. Area one 

chats on the current situation of strong waste. Segment two 

do writings audits and makes sense of their finding the 

paper at long last attempts to integrate the zero-waste city 

thought for Jammu. 

Keywords–Waste generation, Waste composition, 

Integrated Solid Waste Management, Zero Waste. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Expanding populace levels, fast financial development, 

what's more, ascent in local area expectation for everyday 

comforts speeds up the age pace of metropolitan strong 

waste (MSW) in Indian urban communities. Most state 

legislatures and metropolitan organizations have recognized 

strong waste as a significant issue that has arrived at the 

extentof requiring radical measures. Expanding populace 

and contamination in metropolitan regions and especially 

large urban communities combined with inadequate 

administration have prompted genuine ecological issues. 

Because of populace development, industrialization, 

urbanization, and monetary development, a pattern of 

critical expansion in metropolitan strong waste age has been 

recorded around the world. MSW age, with regards to 

kg/capita/day, has shown a positive relationship with 

monetary advancement at world scale. Because of quick 

modern development and relocation of individuals from 

towns to urban communities, the metropolitan populace is 

expanding quickly. Squander age has been seen to 

increment every year in relation to the ascent in populace 

and urbanization. The per capita age of MSW has 

additionally expanded colossally with further developed 

way of life and economic wellbeing of the populaces in 

metropolitan habitats. A report distributed by World Bank 

assesses that at present practically 1.3 billion tons of MSW 

are created universally consistently, or 1.2 kg/capita/day. 

The genuine per capita rates, nonetheless, are exceptionally 

factor, as there are impressive contrasts in squander age 

rates across nations, between urban communities, also, even 

inside urban areas. Strong waste is for the most part 

considered a „urban‟ issue. Squander age rates will more 
often than not be a lot of lower in provincial regions by and 

large, occupants are locally acquired for the most part less 

fortunate, buy less things and have more elevated levels of 

reuse and reusing. India, with a populace of over 1.21 

billion record for 17.5% of the total populace. As indicated 

by the temporary figures of Evaluation of India 2011, 377 

million individuals live in the metropolitan region of the 

country. This is 31.16 % of the Country’s all out populace. 

India has 475 Metropolitan Agglomerations (UA), three of 

which has populace more than 10 million (Statistics of 

India, 2011). The extremely high pace of urbanization 

combined with ill-advised arranging and poor monetary 

condition has made MSW the executives in Indian urban 

communities a difficult task. [1] 

In most Indian urban communities, the MSWM framework 

involves just four exercises, i.e., squander age, assortment, 

transportation, and removal. The amount of MSW produced 

relies upon various factors like food propensities, way of 

life, level of business exercises and seasons. Information on 

amount variety and age are helpful in anticipating 

assortment and removal frameworks. Indian urban areas 

currently create eight times more MSW than they did in 

1947 on account of expanding urbanization and changing 

ways of life. 

http://www.ijirem.org/
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The pace of increment of MSW created per capita is 

assessed at 1 to 1.33% yearly. MSW age rates in modest 

communities are lower than those of metro urban areas, and 

the per capita age pace of MSW in India ranges from 0.25 

to 0.5 kg/day according to UDPFI rules. 

Status report on Civil Strong Waste Administration by 

Focal Contamination Control Board (CPCB) states that 

according to the report of Service of Metropolitan Turn of 

events, Legislature of India, 1,00,000 MT of MSW was 

produced day to day in the country. During the year 2004- 

05, CPCB through Public Ecological [2] 

Designing Exploration Foundation (NEERI), Nagpur led 

review in 59 urban communities (35 Metro urban areas and 

24 State Capitals) and assessed 39,031 Tons each day MSW 

age in these 59 urban areas/towns. According to data got 

from State Contamination Control Sheets/Contamination 

Control (in the middle between the year 2009-12), 1,27,486 

TPD (Tons each day) metropolitan strong waste is created 

in the Country during 2011- 12. Out of which, 89,334 TPD 

(70%) of MSW is gathered and 15,881 TPD (12.45%) is 

handled or treated. The tremendous measure of strong 

waste has become the serious issue. The rising issue of 

strong squander in Indian urban communities has become 

one of the most immovable ecological, financial and social 

issues today. [3] 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Metropolitan strong waste incorporates family trash and 

trash, road clearing, development and destruction flotsam 

and jetsam, sterilization deposits, exchange and modern 

decline furthermore, bio-clinical strong waste. SWM has 

three fundamental parts, to be specific, assortment, 

transportation and removal. The target of SWM is to 

decrease the amount of strong waste arranged off ashore by 

recuperation of materials and energy from strong waste in a 

financially savvy and climate well disposed way (Branch of 

Financial Undertakings, MoF, GoI, 2009). 

(Kurian, Esakku, Nagendran, and Visvanathan, 2007) 

express that fast populace development and urbanization in 

non-industrial nations have prompted the age of huge 

amounts of civil strong squanders and noteworthy 

ecological corruption. Strong waste the executives has 

stayed an immovable, ecological sterilization issue. This 

issue is compounded by the fast urbanization and populace 

development which has prompted the age of tremendous 

amounts of strong waste. Fast expansion in volume and 

kinds of strong and perilous waste is a consequence of 

ceaseless financial development, urbanization and 

industrialization. 

A. Foundation Studies 

Commonly, homegrown waste from modern nations has a 

high satisfied of bundling made of paper, plastic, glass, and 

metal, so the waste has low thickness. In numerous 

emerging nations, homegrown waste contains an enormous 

extent of latent materials, like sand, debris, dust, also, 

stones, and has high dampness levels in light of the high 

utilization of new foods grown from the ground (Zhu, 

Asnani, Zurbrugg, Anapolsky, and Mani, 2008). 

Studies have been investigated to comprehend the age of 

waste by utilization and the valuation of assets in current 

waste administration rehearses. It is critical to grasp the 

drivers behind momentum over consumption rehearses, the 

reason for the consumption of assets and the age of the 

gigantic measure of squander in our regular day to day 

existence. Two foundation studies have been investigated to 

comprehend the age of waste and valuation of asset in 

current practices in view of two unique settings: 

 financial setting and 

 material stream setting. 

It is critical to figure out the way of thinking behind current 

overconsumption rehearses, the reason for the consumption 

of assets and the age of the gigantic measure of squander in 

our regular day to day existence.[4] 

B. Waste Age 

Figure 1 shows how to foster systems to change urban 

communities into nothing squander urban areas finding the 

motivations behind why is significant our general public 

delivers such a lot of waste. Natural morals, valuation of 

assets, human way of behaving, individual and social 

insights on squander and assets, social and natural 

prosperity, financial turn of events, protection of worldwide 

assets, specialized improvement, and the interrelations 

between these things are critical to figure out while creating 

comprehensive zero waste the executives frameworks. 

Nonetheless, not many specialists have attempted to lay out 

the linkages between those viewpoints in an all 

encompassing perspective. Strong squanders are any 

disposed of (deserted or thought about squander like) 

materials (Branch of Natural Protection, 2013). The term 

strong squander implies: material like family Trash 

(incorporates reusing), food squanders, yard squanders, and 

destruction or development flotsam and jetsam. It likewise 

incorporates disposed of things like home devices, 

furniture, salvaged material, hardware, vehicle parts and 

deserted or garbage vehicles (General Wellbeing). (Savvy 

Officer, 2009) characterizes strong waste the futile and 

undesirable items in the strong state got from the exercises 

of and disposed of by society. It is created either by – item 

of creation processes or emerge from the homegrown or 

business area when items or materials are disposed of after 

use. MSW is the trash that individuals produce in their 

homes and where they work.[5] 
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Figure 1: Source of MSW Generation 

Thus, solid becomes waste when it becomes useless and 

harmful. The problem can be reduced and zero wastes 

concept can be achieved by reducing its amount, recovery 

of waste and making it harm free and useful. [5]  

C. Waste Arrangement and its Qualities 

As contrast with the western nations, MSW varies 

incredibly concerning the organization and risky nature, in 

India. Numerous classifications of MSW are found for 

example, food squander, garbage, business squander, 

institutional waste, road clearing waste, modern waste, 

development and destruction squander, and sterilization 

squander. MSW contains compostable natural matter 

(products of the soil strips, food squander), recyclables 

(paper, plastic, glass, metals, and so on), harmful 

substances (paints, pesticides, utilized batteries, drugs), and 

dirtied squander (blood stained cotton, sterile napkins, 

expendable needles). MSW creation at age sources and 

assortment not set in stone on a wet weight premise, 

comprises basically of an enormous natural division (40-

60%), debris and fine earth (30-40%), paper (3-6%) and 

plastic, glass what's more, metals (each under 1%) 

(Sharholy, Ahmad, Mahmood, and Trivedi, 2008). MSW 

attributes rely upon the kind of action from which it is 

created; like families, business shops, inns and cafés, 

markets and mass capacity units, establishments and 

workplaces and so forth. Squander organization 

fundamentally shows the Physical Qualities and Compound 

Attributes of waste.[6] 

Average physical and substance portrayal squander for 

Indian Urban areas has been found as shown in Table 1; 

Table 1: Physical and Compound Attributes of  MSW in Indian urban communities 
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Source: Manual on Civil Strong Waste Administration  

2000 - CPHEEO 

To deal with the different kind of waste for its ideal the 

executives, coordinated strong waste administration 

arranging may be a decent methodology. [6] 

D. Incorporated Strong Waste Administration (ISWM) 

With regards to ISWM, squander is viewed both as a 

negative and as a valuable material giving a potential kind 

of revenue. It can as a matter of fact be the just free asset 

accessible to destitute individuals, or metropolitan 

inhabitants, who can't cut wood or utilize other normal 

proper assets accessible in the country. ISWM perceives 

three significant aspects in squander the executives: 

 partners, 

 squander framework components and 

 maintainability perspectives 

It is exceptionally helpful to plan of new frameworks and 

determination of newadvancements. It talks about squander 

counteraction and decrease, reusing, partition at source 

frameworks and particular assortment, choice of new 

advances. The idea of ISWM in light of its age from various 

sources including homegrown, business, modern and 

farming. This waste could be further delegated risky and 

non-dangerous wast (Figure 2). The previous must be 

isolated at source furthermore, treated for removal as per 

the sever guidelines. 3R methodology (lessen, reuse and 

reuse) in material both at source as well as at the unique 

levels of strong waste administration chain including 

assortment, transportation, treatment and removal  (UNEP, 

2009). 

 

Figure 2: Age Based ISWM (UNEP, 2009) 

Figure 2 depicts the strong waste age viewpoint, squander age can be ordinarily delegated: 

 Civil Strong Waste including family squander 

furthermore, business squander 

 Development and Destruction squander 

 Risky strong squanders 

 Bio-clinical waste 

 Electronic waste 

The amount of strong waste created, as well as its always 

evolving attributes, is at an alarmingly expanding 

suggestion. It is require going for „Zero Squander City‟ 
idea to take care of these issues in a practical way.[8] 

III. ZERO WASTE CITY IDEA 

As per AtiqUz Zaman and Teacher Steffen Lehmann of 

Zero Waste SA Exploration Community for Reasonable 

Plan and Conduct, School of Workmanship, Engineering 

and Plan, College of South Australia states it is extremely 

difficult to plan supportable urban communities.  Among in 

every key test, squander the board is one of the main 

difficulties for reasonable city plan. In maximum usage 

urban areas in the industrialized world, a lot of paper 

squander, over-bundling, food waste, and e-squander are 

causing specifi issues. "Zero waste" signifies planning and 

overseeing items and cycles efficiently to keep away from 

and dispose of the waste and materials, and to monitor and 

recuperate all assets from squander streams. Thusly, zero 

waste urban areas would reuse 100% of their waste or 

recuperate all potential assets from squander streams and 

produce no unsafe waste for ou climate. According to the 

all-encompassing perspective, planning zero waste urban 

areas is somewhat hard to accomplish. [8] 

A. Methodology for Changing a City into a “Zero Waste 

City.” 
Both worldwide financial development and utilization 

ratehave expanded fundamentally from one side of the 

planet to the other.Squander age patterns demonstrate that 
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squander volumedecrease is one of the vital difficulties for 

all urban communities.(Zaman and Lehmann, 2011) 

distinguished five centerviewpointsthat are most significant 

in changing urban communities into nothingsquander urban 

communities. [11] 

 The devices, techniques, or proceduresproduced for 

reusing or overseeing waste in nothingsquander urban 

communities ought to be reasonable in the financial setting, 

administrative or reasonable in the socio-politicalsetting, 

appropriate in the strategy and mechanical setting, 

successful or proficient with regards toeconomy and 

innovation, lastly this large number of viewpointsought to 

be straightforwardly connected with ecological 

supportability. [9] 

To accomplish zero waste city targets, they propose five 

between associated key rules that should be applied all the 

while for changing a city into zero waste city. The 

standards are: 

 Conduct change and reasonable utilization 

 Broadened maker and buyer obligation 

 100 percent reusing of city strong waste 

 Administered zero landfill and burning 

 100 percent asset recuperation from squander 

The zero waste city standards are created in view of 

squander progressive system, for example stay away from, 

minimization and recuperation. Conduct change and 

reasonable utilization practice will stay away from the 

superfluous waste age from item creation and use stages. 

Broadened maker and shopper obligation will guarantee the 

feasible decision of asset use and responsibility for 

individual waste age and the board. An expanded awareness 

of certain expectations will likewise prompt aversion of 

waste age. By accomplishing all out reusing of waste and 

regulation for zero landfill and burning, a 100 percent 

recuperation of assets would be conceivable in the zero 

waste urban areas and consequently guaranteeing the least 

consumption of limited regular assets. In this manner 

squander the executives in a way which can change 

squander into significant stuff or if nothing else hurt free 

may lead towards Zero Waste City. [10] 

IV. DIFFICULTIES AND A CHANCE FOR ZERO WASTE 

CITY: AN INSTANCE OF CITY JAMMU 

Urban communities have been perceived as motors of 

development. As sound brain needs a solid body so do 

residents need solid climate to live and work. There are 

quite a large number of factors which make a sound livable 

space for the resident and there is a perplexing relationship 

between them, and this connection is a subsidiary of time. 

The social and conduct change is the consequence of 

monetary development and modernization. Change in how 

much waste age and its    different synthesis is likewise an 

result of social and monetary changes. Strong Waste 

Administration is may be      the most fundamental house-

keeping administration expected by metropolitan occupants 

to keep up with their personal satisfaction. In India, this 

helps slacks behind, prompting some tumult in the 

metropolitan area. Institutional shortcomings, deficiencies 

of human and monetary assets, ill-advised innovation, 

deficient inclusion, ill-advised assortment, transportation, 

removal also, absence of by and large legitimate arranging 

are related with the shortcoming of strong waste 

administration framework in the vast majority of the urban 

areas of India. [11] 

A. Jammu City Profile 

Jammu, the winter capital city of Jammu and Kashmir, a 

region in North India, is known for its rich normal blessings 

and the variety of its regular, physical also, social assets. It 

is situated in a bumpy undulating locale (300 - 400 meter 

from mean ocean level). The hillocks and lakes in the city 

make good circumstances for ecological protection 

furthermore, city the executives rehearses due to its slope. It 

has a subtropical environment where the temperature ranges 

between 05 degCls (January) to 38 degCls (May). The 

typical yearly precipitation is between 60 cm - 70 cm the 

vast majority of them being capable during July-

September.[12] 

B. Present Status of Strong Waste 

City inhabitants are confronting the dangers of ill-advised 

and insufficient strong waste administration. This has 

disabled the overall wellbeing and cleanliness the board of 

the city. The city requires significant improvement in the 

SWM works on winning to raise the general personal 

satisfaction considering the irreversible urbanization. 

According to Mehta and Partners the specific amount and 

normal for squander produce in Jammu isn't known, yet the 

JMC reports that 550T/day of strong squander is produced 

in the metropolitan region. Generally, squander unloaded 

on open land or outside the holders. At present metropolitan 

waste is roughly unloaded at the Bari Brahmana town 

digging ground, at about street and during the stormy 

season16km from the city. There is no appropriate access 

the greater part of the reject vehicles don't reach the 

removal site. Attributes of Strong Waste in Jammu were 

concentrated through three example locales from different 

movement regions by Mehta are shown in Table 2 below: 
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Table 2:  Attributes of Strong Waste in Jammu 

For productive waste assortment the board framework the 

city is separated into 14 Zone, the work connecting with 

essential assortment of waste has been decentralized at the 

zone level where is managed by wellbeing officials with the 

help of ward level examiners/Daroga, Clean super-smarter. 

The essential assortment includes garbage removal by 

families and business and institutional spots. JMC has 77 

armadas of vehicles for gathering and shipping waste from 

assortment focuses to the removal site. Every one of the 

vehicles is assigned explicit region for assortment and 

transportation to Bari Brahmana site. The assortment 

vehicles go to assortment point day to day furthermore, the 

other area according to the timetable or according to the 

bearings of Wellbeing officials. Squander gathered from 

city is arranged at Bari Brahmana digging ground existing 

landfill site that is 15 km away from Jammu. Very nearly 

230 to 280 excursions are made to land fill site by 77 

Vehicles ever day. The removal site additionally has a 

waste handling plant which has been commission and run 

J&K. Agro state association introduced limit of Bio manure 

is 100MT/day of fertilizing the soil. The Bio Clinical Waste 

created from Govt. also, Private Medical clinics and 

directed at source and gathered in various sacks according 

to BMW rules. JMW squanders are gathered in 223 medical 

clinics/Nursing Home and Shipped in close vehicles to 

Private all India Nursing Home Affiliation.[13] 

The situation with strong waste administration in Jammu 

civil region was introduced in a studio which offers 

exceptionally unfortunate hint as shown in Table 3. 

 

Table 3: Strong Waste Administration Pointers 
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C. Strong Waste Administration Issues 

 Capacity of waste at source isn't completely occurring 

as individuals like to arrange the loss as and where it is 

produced. 

 Isolation of recyclable wastage isn't yet taken on also, 

frequently viewed as blended in with trash arranged at 

better places. 

 The arrangement of house to house assortment of waste 

is not adequate and road clearing is the fundamental 

technique of waste assortment. 

 There are 88 states created by BDA, Lodging Board 

Settlement and PWD where cleaning isn't finished by 

these sweepers. 

 Transportation of the waste is done through different 

vehicles like trucks, streetcars, reject compactors and 

unloaders and so on. No transportation is done on open 

occasions and Sundays. 

 Around 600 MT of SW is created in the city per day 

which is gathered through road clearing and from the 

collective waste stockpiling locales. 

 J&K State Agro Improvement Organization has 

arrangement a fertilizer plant of 120 MT each day limit 

on a plot bordering the landfill site which is adequate. 

 The city has 75 section of land of land for garbage 

removal which is arranged 16 Kms from the city. The 

squander is arranged off at the landfill site in customary 

technique for unloading. To ship squander from various 

age highlight the landfill site need natural thought. 

V. SUGGESTION 

 Ideas and End Waste can be characterized in various 

habits in view of different insights. Metropolitan strong 

waste incorporates various wellsprings of age, for 

example, private, business, institutional, modern, and 

civil public region. As indicated by land use and human 

action, Jammu metropolitan region can likewise be 

ordered in these major classes. The creation of waste 

shifts contingent upon its source. Table 4 shows the 

normal civil strong waste age source with its expected 

organization type. 

Table 4: Squander age sources and piece 

A rundown of all its waste kind with their age source may 

be ready. These squanders may be grouped into natural and 

inorganic issues. The natural particles may be handled for 

excrement. Unsafe waste ought to be isolated structure 

inorganic squanders and arranged independently. 

Everything inorganic waste may be handled with 3R 

(Decrease, Reuse and Reuse). 

JNNURM tool stash prescribes way to deal with viable 

squander the board focuses on squander minimization and 

reusing against different strategies. It expresses that waste 

the executives frameworks should be planned in view of 

real field conditions and after due contemplations of the 

possibility. The recommended ways to deal with 3R to 

various Squander types are as follow which could assist 

with accomplishing a city of „Zero Waste‟ as shown in 

Table 5. 
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Figure 2: Way to deal with 3R to various Waste Sorts 

Jammu has unfortunate assortment effectiveness as just 

60% of the strong waste produced is gathered because of 

poor essential assortment and absence of synchronization of 

assortment, stockpiling and transport of strong waste. 

Presently no waste isolation is finished by JMC an just 20% 

of squanders are handled to fertilizing the soil Process. Still 

conventional technique for treatment of unloading at 

landfill site is utilized and there is no adequate Biomedical 

garbage Removal Office. To augment proficiency and 

adequacy of metropolitan the executives framework, it is 

important to handle the issue efficiently by appreciating in a 

city explicit way the various elements of SWM and devise 

savvy frameworks which would be practical in the 

accessible financial and politico environmental setting. 

VI. THE STREET AHEAD 

Shri Manoj Sinha, current Lieutenant Governor of Jammu 

and Kashmir, that's what Jammu states endeavors are being 

made that strong waste created at various locales ought not 

be permitted to be arranged anyplace and all over. Out of 

the waste produced recyclable waste ought to be put away 

independently and that essential assortment framework 

ought to guarantee all things considered doorstep 

assortment or local area-based assortment and this 

assortment framework ought to synchronize with collective 

waste storeroom and transportation of squander in such a 

way that different treatment of waste is kept away from. 

Decentralization of organization sufficient assignment of 

managerial and monetary powers, preparing of staff, 

people’s cooperation, duty of punishments and medical care 

measure are being attempted to make the SWM framework 

powerful and productive. Following further unambiguous 

measures are being arranged for improving and 

modernizing the Strong Waste the executives Practices in 

the city:- 

VII. CAPACITY OF WASTE AT SOURCE 

Keep the road and public places clean is the obligation of 

all. This thought process can be accomplished just with 

people’s cooperation and co-activity. [14] 

No Waste will be tossed In the city Trails, Open spaces, 

Depletes or Water Bodies. 

Squander will be put away at wellsprings of waste age 

assigned containers. 

Dangerous family waste ought to be kept independently 

from the over two surges of waste. 

VIII. ESSENTIAL ASSORTMENT OF WASTE 

 Homegrown, exchange and institutional food/bio 

degradable waste are to be gathered on a day to day 

premise. 

 Recyclable waste and non-biodegradable waste other 

than harmful and perilous waste are to be gathered at 

standard spans from the wellspring of squander age. 

 Risky and harmful was are be saved by the squander 

maker at indicated places and not somewhere else. 

Isolation of recyclable/Non-Biodegradable Squander 

 The BMC has coordinated families, shops, foundations 

not to blend recyclable waste in with homegrown waste. 

 These two classifications of waste are to be kept in a 

separate receptacle or pack at the wellspring of waste 

age and assortment itself. 
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X. CONCLUSION 

It is apparent that fallacious waste control practices have a 

extensive effect at the herbal surroundings and sustainable 

improvement withinside the observe area. Thus, recognition 

approximately SWM effect on sound environmental 

improvement or/and sustainable improvement in apparently 

low. Therefore, it's far essential that the SWM have to be 

advanced from the number one level. Waste garage and 

number one disposal are the dominant way of dealing with 

waste. Thus, it has prompted extensive demanding 

situations withinside the observe area. Therefore, waste 

separation from the family level, right garage, extra green 

waste series systems, and sustainable recuperation and 

disposal practices are recognized as wished techniques 

withinside the observe area. Considering the character and 

additives of waste generated through families and 

commercial enterprise places, the waste reduction, reuse, 

recycling and composting techniques might be extra 

appropriate in dealing with the challenge. These control 

alternatives have to be incorporated in a sustainable 

framework. Adequate attention have to receive to tracking 

techniques. Public schooling and well deliberate waste 

control applications additionally want to be added into the 

present day waste control system. Especially recognition 

programmes need to be carried out with the intention to 

enhance the information approximately the significance of 

SWM for sound environmental improvement withinside the 

area. The government has to offer for the creation of 

complimentary applications and coverage improvement. 
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